
Logic of English Essentials Volume 1 Cut and Paste Student Learning Plan 
 
Box 1 Course Description 
This year-long course covers the ____ grade Language Arts/Reading content 
noted below. Weekly certificated contact will be completed through direct personal contact with 
an HQ/certificated teacher in an on-site HC class. At least one state standard will be covered in 
this course. 
 
Box 2 Learning Materials 
The curriculum, books, supplies, materials, web-sites, and other sources used for this course are 
Logic of English Book B 
(Make additions to materials as you see fit) 
 
Box 3 Learning Goals/Performance Objectives 
Monthly Pacing (Approximate) 
Volume 1 Lessons 1-15 
Sept. Lessons 1-2 
Oct.  Lessons 3-4 
Nov.  Lessons 5-6 
Dec.  Lessons 7 
Jan.  Lessons 8-9 
Feb.  Lessons 10-11 
March Lessons 12-13 
April Lessons 14 
May   Lessons 15 Review 
June  Lesson  Review and Assessments 
 
Lesson 1: All sounds of A-Z, Consonants, vowels, multi-letter consonants 
11: Q always needs a U... 
21: To make a noun plural... 
Nouns 
Singular and plural 
A: plurals 
B: plurals 
C: con-, pact, tract, flict, tent, plex, sist, ab- 
 
Lesson 2: CK, EE, NG, TH 
Short, long, & multi-letter vowels 
26: CK is used only after... 
29: Z, never S, spells /z/ at... 
Adjectives 
A: compound words  
B: -est 
C: -eer, volunt, spect, sub-, ad-, culp 
C only: EE 
 
Lesson 3: ER, OR, EA, SH, Syllables, R-controlled vowels, open & closed vowels 



18: SH spells /sh/ at the... 
4: A E O U usually say their long... 
21: To make a noun plural... 
Non-Count Nouns 
A: compound words 
B: -er, -est 
C: sym, meter, per-, re- 
C only: CU 
 
Lesson 4: OI, OY Schwa: the lazy vowel 
3: English words do not end in I, U... 
21: To make a noun plural... 
31.1: Any vowel may say one of the schwa sounds... 
Article Adjectives 
A: time 
B: -er, -est 
C: in-, mem, -ment, just 
C only:  
 
Lesson 5: AI, AY, Broad vowels 
3: English words do not end in I, U... 
9: AY usually spells... 
10: When a word ends with the phonogram A, it.. 
21: To make a noun plural... 
Irregular plurals 
A: British & US Spelling, -er 
B: Compound words 
C: bene, -or, fact, script, manu, -al, in-, port, ex- 
C only: AI 
 
Lesson 6: AR, CH, OO 
Schwa 
30: We often double F, L, S after a single... 
31.1: Any vowel may say one of the schwa sounds... 
Commas in a series 
Conjunctions 
A: Compound words, balloon 
B: -less, quart 
C: part, -iff, plaint, de-, -ant, fend, pend, -er 
C only: BT 
 
Lesson 7: OA, OE 
Lazy O 
31.2: O may say /ŭ/ in a stressed syllable... 
A, An 
Definite and indefinite articles 



A: Compound words, -est 
B: -ness 
C: flue, toler 
C only: MB 
 
Lesson 8: IGH, WH, Unstressed R-controlled phonograms 
28: Phonograms ending in GH... 
31.3: AR and OR may say /er/ in an unstressed... 
Commas in a series 
A: comparitive, superlative, -ish, -ness 
B: homonyms 
C: dom, rota, terra 
C only: OT 
 
Lesson 9: AU, AW, AUGH, I and Y 
5: I and Y may say /ĭ/ or /ī/ at the end of... 
Possessive noun adjectives, singular PNAs, plural PNAs 
A: Closed compounds, hyphenated compounds, homophones 
B: -or, -ress C: aster, naut, -oid, -ic, med, saur, tyran, male, C only: AU 
 
Lesson 10: OU, OW, OUGH, Phonograms with multiple sounds 
22: To make a verb 3rd person singular... 
24: -FUL is a suffix... 
Sentences, Subject nouns, Verbs, Action verbs, Capitalization of sentences 
A: -less, -ful 
B: simple present tense, present continuous tense, future tense, -ing 
C: apt, plaud, demn, cumb, dis-, cred, -ous 
C only: MN 
 
Lesson 11: TCH 
Broad /ä/ 
27: TCH is used only... 
10: When a word ends in the phonogram A... 
Transitive verbs 
Direct objects 
A: -er 
B: verb tense, over- 
C: struct, ob-, press, rupt, inter-, pro-, fess 
C only: SC 
 
Lesson 12: KN, GN 
Vowel types 
8: I and O may say /ī/ and /ō/... 
Sentence parts 
Simple subject 
Complete subject 



Simple predicate  
Complete predicate 
A: pre-, re- 
B: homonyms, synonyms, strong verbs 
C: sign, dict, pre-, contra-, en-, velop, shroud, bark 
C only: OUR 
 
Lesson 13: IR, UR, EAR, /r/ and /er/ 
Common and proper nouns 
Titles of respect 
PNAs and irregular plurals 
A: compound words 
B: cardinal and ordinal numbers 
C: ver, mand, sent 
C only: EU 
 
14: ED, EW 
Dividing syllables 
19: To make a verb past tense... 
20: -ED, past tense ending, forms another syllable when... 
Irregular past tense verbs 
Indirect objects 
A: un- 
B: re-, -ed 
C: trans-, render, tain 
C only: RH 
 
Lesson 15: UI 
Hard and soft C 
Hard and soft G 
1: C always softens to /s/ after... 
2: G may soften to /j/ only after... 
Commas and quotes 
Capitalization and quotes 
Direct quotes 
Punctuating quotes 
Indirect quotes 
A: re- 
B: -ful 
C: bi-, annu, ocul, cept, claim 
C only: GH 
 
 
 
Box 4 Learning Activities 



Explain what the student will do to cover the monthly learning goals (Box 3) and materials (Box 
2) above. An example is below, If the wording is correct as is, and appropriate to what your child 
will do, simply copy and paste it into Box 4.  Feel free to adjust them according to your planned 
learning activities in this class. 
  
The first four days of the week the student will complete a phonics lesson from the phonics 
curriculum mentioned above. The lesson will be taught to them, samples will be worked on the 
whiteboard or pencil & paper to make sure the student comprehends, and the student will then 
independently work through a daily assignment to make sure they understand and show the 
ability to complete the learning of the day. Any errors will be corrected. The fifth day of each 
week the student will learn to read by reading and being read to. This will include books from 
the list of books in the Learning Materials section above. 
(Make additions or deletions as you see fit) 
 
Box 5 Progress Criteria/Methods of Evaluation 
Student monthly progress evaluation is made on the basis of weekly certificated contact, work 
samples, communications with students, communications with parents, and performance in on-
site classes. It is electronically communicated to parents via WINGS. 
It is our goal that the student will accomplish approximately 10% of the goals of this course each 
month, September through June. The level of mastery expected is 70% or higher to progress. 
Methods of evaluation will include but are not limited to those below, under the direction of an 
HQ teacher: 
* observation and/or correction of daily and/or weekly work and progress 
* daily or weekly discussion of assignments, readings, writings 
* correction of work done incorrectly 
* portfolio kept of student work, at least weekly 
 
*Make additions or deletions as you see fit 
 
Box 6 Weekly Hours 
Please estimate the number of hours you student will work on this course each week. 
 

**Additional teacher information not to be used in student learning plan 
 

What is the basic structure of the lessons? 

• Day 1: Essential Concepts. Phonograms, Exploring Sounds, Spelling Rules. 
• Day 2: Building Words. Spelling Journal, Spelling Analysis (using spelling list A, B, or C). 
• Day 3: Words in Context. Spelling Game, Grammar, Dictation. 
• Day 4: Words in Action. Vocabulary, Dictation, Composition. Optional: Essentials 

Reader (more on this later). 
• Day 5: Check Your Understanding. Review and formative assessment. 

Each of these five sections is designed to take 30-60 minutes. They build systematically on each 
other, and review is incorporated throughout. At this pace, you will complete Volume 1 (Pre-



Lessons and Lessons 1-15) and Volume 2 (Lessons 16-30, scheduled for release in late 2017) in 
about a semester each. 

However, depending on your students and schedule, you may find that it works better either to 
move more slowly or to increase the pace for an intensive course. Here are some suggestions for 
slowing down the pace, as well as some for those who want to speed things up. 

Since the language concepts Essentials teaches apply to 98% of the words in the English 
language, the spelling and language concepts in each lesson can be taught and practiced with all 
students. Sections taught to every level include: 

• New Phonograms 
• Phonogram practice 
• Spelling Rules 
• Spelling Journal activities (using level-specific spelling words) 
• Exploring Sounds 
• Games 
• Grammar concepts 
• Most review activities 

 
Spelling Lists. Differentiated instruction begins when students practice applying the 
phonograms and spelling rules in new words using the A, B, or C spelling lists. Each list 
provides 15 words for the teacher to use in Spelling Analysis, guiding and supporting the 
students as they practice the language concepts they are learning and discover how they work in 
specific words. 
 
Spelling Practice. For spelling games and practice activities, simply choose words from the lists 
your student or class has learned. 
 
Grammar Practice. After teaching the core content in each grammar lesson together, use the 
three levels of activities to apply and practice the concepts with the spelling words each student 
has learned. 
 
Dictation. Students practice both spelling and composition rules as they write their words in the 
context of phrases and sentences. Separate dictation phrases for each level allow students to 
practice with the spelling words they have learned. 
 
Vocabulary. Separate vocabulary instruction is provided for each of the three levels, using 
concepts in the words from each level's spelling list. 
 
In the Vocabulary section, the three levels also enable you to provide more challenging content 
for advanced students. Level C vocabulary instruction, designed for students already reading and 
spelling well, introduces over a hundred Greek and Latin roots! 
 
 
Volume 1 Teacher's Guide includes lesson 1-15, the first half of Essentials;  
lessons 16-30 are in Volume 2. 



 
Volume 1 contains 15 weekly lessons divided into 5 days of instruction 
 
Visit https://www.logicofenglish.com/essentials-articles/scheduling-tips-for-essentials-2nd-ed for 
scheduling and pacing suggestions 
 


